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Abstract
This package provides an easy-to-use interface to the SGML character entity sets (ISO 8879, Annex D). All entity sets defined in the Annex are supported, but there are still some minor problems.
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1 Overview
This package requires the packages/distributions amsfonts, wasysym and quite some fonts, of which most are included with the package sgmldent.

All of the entities defined in Annex D of the standard are given a 'standardized' \LaTeX name. This is intended to make SGML \rightarrow \LaTeX conversion easier. The final sections of this article list all the entities, together with their graphic representation, and some technical notes where needed.

2 Naming of entities
The naming scheme that is used for the \TeX macros is slightly verbose, but more importantly, it is consistent. Conversion from the names used in the annex to the \LaTeX commands can be done using only four simple rules:
1. All entity names are prefixed with \sgm
2. All macro names end with ; (semicolon).
   This makes it easier to maintain correct spacing, since \TeX will not ignore space characters after the ;. Although this means the macros break for instance if you use letterspaced text, in my opinion it is more important that the conversions I write can completely ignore spacing around entities.
3. In the SGML names, all numbers are converted to english words.
   Note that this is single character-based, so that '1' becomes 'one', '6' becomes 'six' but '90' becomes 'ninezero'.
4. A dot in the entity name (as in the "Alternative Greek Symbols") is replaced with a 'd'.

Here are some examples:
\&blk14; becomes \sgmbkonefour;
\&Acute; becomes \sgmacute;
\&beta; becomes \sgmbeta;
\&darr2; becomes \sgmdarrtwo;

This is done throughout. You should always be able to generate the \TeX name from the entity name quite easily.

3 Usability constraints
Although this package will also run under \TeX and \LaTeXe, best results are obtained by using \LaTeXe with T1 encoding on a PostScript output device.

4 Requirements
4.1 Required extra packages/macro files
The functionality of the 'amsfonts' and 'wasysym' packages (resp. amsym.tex and wasyfont.tex for \TeX) is needed. Because of the size of the corresponding fonts, these are not contained within the distribution of this style-file.

For now, the package depends on the definitions made by those packages. The need for the amstext macros may change in the future, but the dependency on the AMS fonts will definately remain.

4.2 Required fonts
Following the need for 'amsfonts' and 'wasysym', you will also need to have the corresponding fonts installed. The fontfamily "wncy" is included with the amsfonts distribution, and is used for the Cyrillic entities.

The entities \sgmccross; (x), \sgmstar; (\star) and \sgmmext; (\*) depend on the PostScript font ZapfDingbats. Metrics are included in the distribution of this package.

Unfortunately, there is no PostScript Type 1 font for the Waldzi symbol font, but maybe it is possible to find different characters in other fonts and merge them together in the future. At the moment, I do not have enough spare time to investigate this option.

The monotoniko greek entities (grk1 and grk2) use the mrgn fonts by Yannis Haramboulos.

5 What needs to be done yet
- More testing.
- Less dependancies on external macros.
• A merged font would be nice, instead of borrowing from 6 different symbol fonts.
• Better behaviour under non-T1 font encodings.
• Option to bind the correct entities to inputenc.
• Some characters should be changed to look better.

6 Known problems and shortcomings

There are problems (as usual) under \TeX{} and \LaTeX{}209 with respect to sizes and font styles for the characters that are not symbols.

PostScript fonts typically do not contain the glyphs for eng, ENG and dotlessj (and some other also, but these three bother us).

7 Full list of control sequences and their graphical representation

7.1 iso-amsa.def

\\\n\begin{align*}
\&\text{\texttt{\textbackslash sgmclearr}}; \leftrightarrow \text{\texttt{\textbackslash sgharr};} \\
\&\text{\texttt{\textbackslash sgmcuurarr}}; \leftrightarrow \text{\texttt{\textbackslash sghlarrtwo;}} \\
\updownarrow \text{\texttt{\textbackslash sgmdarrtwo};} \leftrightarrow \text{\texttt{\textbackslash sghmarrtwo;}} \\
\leftarrow \rightarrow \text{\texttt{\textbackslash sgmdharrl};} \leftrightarrow \text{\texttt{\textbackslash sghmlharrtwo;}} \\
\leftrightarrow \text{\texttt{\textbackslash sglarr};} &\leftarrow \text{\texttt{\textbackslash sgmsh};} \\
\updownarrow \text{\texttt{\textbackslash sglarrtwo};} \leftrightarrow \text{\texttt{\textbackslash sgmarrhk;}} \\
\leftarrow \rightarrow \text{\texttt{\textbackslash sglarrlp};} \leftrightarrow \text{\texttt{\textbackslash sgmarrrtl;}} \\
\leftrightarrow \text{\texttt{\textbackslash sglmarr};} \leftrightarrow \text{\texttt{\textbackslash sgmarrw;}} \\
\leftrightarrow \text{\texttt{\textbackslash sglharr};} \leftrightarrow \text{\texttt{\textbackslash sgmhrarr;}} \\
\leftrightarrow \text{\texttt{\textbackslash sglmhrarr};} \leftrightarrow \text{\texttt{\textbackslash sgmharr};} \\
\leftrightarrow \text{\texttt{\textbackslash sglmhrarr};} \leftrightarrow \text{\texttt{\textbackslash sgmlarr};} \\
\end{align*}

7.2 iso-amsb.def

I am quite unhappy with shape of \texttt{\textbackslash sgBarwed}; (\textbackslash \dagger) and \texttt{\textbackslash sgBarwed}; (\textbackslash \ddagger) entities.

\begin{align*}
\texttt{\textbackslash sgmmalig;} & \leftrightarrow \texttt{\textbackslash sgmltimes;} \\
\texttt{\textbackslash sgBarwed;} & \leftrightarrow \texttt{\textbackslash sgminusb;} \\
\texttt{\textbackslash sgBarwed;} & \leftrightarrow \texttt{\textbackslash sgmoast;} \\
\texttt{\textbackslash sgCap;} & \leftrightarrow \texttt{\textbackslash sgmcirc;} \\
\texttt{\textbackslash sgCu;} & \leftrightarrow \texttt{\textbackslash sgmodash;} \\
\texttt{\textbackslash sgcuved;} & \leftrightarrow \texttt{\textbackslash sgmmnus;} \\
\texttt{\textbackslash sgcmdiam;} & \leftrightarrow \texttt{\textbackslash sgmpop;} \\
\texttt{\textbackslash sgdivon;} & \leftrightarrow \texttt{\textbackslash sgmosol;} \\
\texttt{\textbackslash sgintcal;} & \leftrightarrow \texttt{\textbackslash sgmtimes;} \\
\texttt{\textbackslash sglthree;} & \leftrightarrow \texttt{\textbackslash sgplusb;} \\
\end{align*}

7.3 iso-amsd.def

\begin{align*}
\texttt{\textbackslash sgmenl;} & \leftrightarrow \texttt{\textbackslash sgmenl;} \\
\texttt{\textbackslash sgmenl;} & \leftrightarrow \texttt{\textbackslash sgmenl;} \\
\texttt{\textbackslash sgmenl;} & \leftrightarrow \texttt{\textbackslash sgmenl;} \\
\texttt{\textbackslash sgmenl;} & \leftrightarrow \texttt{\textbackslash sgmenl;} \\
\texttt{\textbackslash sgmenl;} & \leftrightarrow \texttt{\textbackslash sgmenl;} \\
\end{align*}

7.4 iso-amsn.def

\begin{align*}
\texttt{\textbackslash sgmenl;} & \leftrightarrow \texttt{\textbackslash sgmenl;} \\
\texttt{\textbackslash sgmenl;} & \leftrightarrow \texttt{\textbackslash sgmenl;} \\
\texttt{\textbackslash sgmenl;} & \leftrightarrow \texttt{\textbackslash sgmenl;} \\
\texttt{\textbackslash sgmenl;} & \leftrightarrow \texttt{\textbackslash sgmenl;} \\
\texttt{\textbackslash sgmenl;} & \leftrightarrow \texttt{\textbackslash sgmenl;} \\
\end{align*}
7.5 iso-amsr.def

There are a few problems with \texttt{\sgminodot}; (i) and \texttt{\sgmjnodot}; (j). At the moment, I allow only the math versions of these two entities, because most PostScript font do not even have \texttt{j}, but the problem is internal to the macros: I typesets either the text or the math version, and cannot decide which to use. This is a bug and should be fixed asap.

\begin{verbatim}
\texttt{\sgmang}; \texttt{\sgmdaleth}; \texttt{\sgminodot}; \texttt{\sgmreal};
\texttt{\sgmangmd}; \texttt{\sgmell}; \texttt{\sgmjnodot}; \texttt{\sgmsbsol};
\texttt{\sgmbeth}; \texttt{\sgmempty}; \texttt{\sgmexist}; \texttt{\sgmvprime};
\texttt{\sgmbprime}; \texttt{\sgmgimel}; \texttt{\sgmoS}; \texttt{\sgmweierp};
\texttt{\sgmcomp}; \texttt{\sgmime}; \texttt{\sgmplanck};
\end{verbatim}

7.6 iso-amsr.def

\texttt{\sgmcolon}; (=:), \texttt{\sgmcolone}; (:=) and \texttt{\sgmvveebar}; (\vee) look silly. And all waves from the AMS fonts look a bit childish, but I am afraid to change those, because it would create two new fonts and even more confusion.

\begin{verbatim}
\texttt{\sgmape}; \texttt{\sgmerDot}; \texttt{\sgmlsim}; \texttt{\sgmsqsup};
\texttt{\sgmasymp}; \texttt{\sgmforK}; \texttt{\sgml}; \texttt{\sgmsqsupe};
\texttt{\sgmbackcong}; \texttt{\sgfmrown}; \texttt{\sgmltrie}; \texttt{\sgmsmile};
\texttt{\sgmbepsi}; \texttt{\sggap}; \texttt{\sgmmid}; \texttt{\sgmsub};
\texttt{\sgmbotie}; \texttt{\sggdot}; \texttt{\sgmodels}; \texttt{\sgmsup};
\texttt{\sgbbsim}; \texttt{\sgge}; \texttt{\sgmpr}; \texttt{\sgmsupE};
\texttt{\sgbsime}; \texttt{\sggel}; \texttt{\sgmprp}; \texttt{\sgmp};
\texttt{\sgbump}; \texttt{\sggpl}; \texttt{\sgmprsim}; \texttt{\sgmthkaps};
\texttt{\sgcire}; \texttt{\sgggG}; \texttt{\sgmtr}; \texttt{\sgmtr};
\texttt{\sgcolone}; \texttt{\sgpl}; \texttt{\sgmsamalg}; \texttt{\sgmtwixt};
\texttt{\sgcuepr}; \texttt{\sgsim}; \texttt{\sgmsc}; \texttt{\sgmvdash};
\texttt{\sgcusec}; \texttt{\sgst}; \texttt{\sgmcap}; \texttt{\sgmvdash};
\texttt{\sgcupre}; \texttt{\sglap}; \texttt{\sgmccue}; \texttt{\sgmvdash};
\texttt{\sgdashv}; \texttt{\sgldot}; \texttt{\sgmsc}; \texttt{\sgmvveebar};
\texttt{\sgmecir}; \texttt{\sgle}; \texttt{\sgmscsim}; \texttt{\sgmvstr};
\texttt{\sgmecolon}; \texttt{\sgmelg}; \texttt{\sgmsfrown}; \texttt{\sgmvstr}.
\end{verbatim}

7.7 iso-grk1.def

The greek macros are only used if you specify \texttt{\havegreek} in your document. I added this protection to guard against loading even more fonts into \TeX{} that may not be needed.

Also, the entities from greek 1 and greek 2 are intended for words, not symbols, which is why the macros typeset the lower cased ones in roman type.
These try to follow the style of surrounding text, both in shape and in size (same applies to the cyrillic entities that will follow).

7.8 iso-grk2.def

\alpha \sgmalpha; \ \beta \sgmbeta; \ \gamma \sgmgamma; \ \delta \sgmdelta; \\
\epsilon \sgmepsilon; \ \zeta \sgmzeta; \ \eta \sgmeeta; \ \theta \sgmetheta; \ \iota \sgmiota; \ \\
\kappa \sgmkappa; \ \lambda \sgmlambda; \ \mu \sgmmu; \ \nu \sgmnun; \\
\xi \sgmxi; \ \omicron \sgmomega; \ \rho \sgmpr; \ \sigma \sgmsigma; \\
\tau \sgmtau; \ \upsilon \sgmupsilon; \ \phi \sgmph; \ \chi \sgmchi; \\
\psi \sgmpsi; \ \omega \sgmomega; \\

7.9 iso-grk3.def

\alpha \sgmalph; \ \beta \sgmbeta; \ \gamma \sgmgamma; \ \delta \sgmdel; \\
\epsilon \sgmes; \ \zeta \sgmzeta; \ \eta \sgmeta; \ \theta \sgmetheta; \\
\iota \sgmiota; \ \kappa \sgmkappa; \ \lambda \sgmlambda; \ \mu \sgmmu; \\
\nu \sgmnun; \ \xi \sgmxi; \ \omicron \sgmomega; \ \rho \sgmpr; \\
\tau \sgmtau; \ \upsilon \sgmupsilon; \ \phi \sgmph; \ \chi \sgmchi; \\
\psi \sgmpsi; \ \omega \sgmomega; \\

7.10 iso-grk4.def

Wat is a variation? The common interpretation seems to be boldface, so these are all boldface (hence the ‘b’ in the name).

\alpha \sgmbalpha; \ \beta \sgmbbeta; \ \gamma \sgmbgamma; \ \delta \sgmbdelta; \\
\epsilon \sgmbepsilon; \ \zeta \sgmbzeta; \ \eta \sgmbeta; \ \theta \sgmbtheta; \\
\iota \sgmiota; \ \kappa \sgmkappa; \ \lambda \sgmlambda; \ \mu \sgmmu; \\
\nu \sgmnun; \ \xi \sgmbxi; \ \omicron \sgmbomega; \ \rho \sgmbrho; \\
\tau \sgmbtau; \ \upsilon \sgmbupsilon; \ \phi \sgmbphi; \ \chi \sgmbchi; \\
\psi \sgmbpsi; \ \omega \sgmbomega; \\

7.11 iso-lat1.def
7.12 iso-lat2.def

The \texttt{\textbackslash \textit{\textbackslash sgmncaron}}; (d') is correct but ugly.
\texttt{\textbackslash sgmncirc}; (f), \texttt{\textbackslash sgmeng}; (m) and \texttt{\textbackslash sgmENG}; (m) fail with common PostScript fonts. I decided to ignore the error for the moment since they are very rarely used. Borrowing the eng’s from CM looked even worse than the black box :-)
7.14 iso-pub.def
The grey boxes depend on PostScript output, and of course there is no ‘fi’ ligature in most fonts. The \sgmrx; (R) is very wrong indeed, but it hard to align a composite across different font families. Don’t know how to solve that yet (looks OK in CM though).

\sgms asymmetrically; \sgmfracfiveeight; \sgmm; \sgmfracfourfive; \sgmfraconefive; \sgmfraconetwo; \sgmfraconesthree; \sgmfracVisit six; \sgmfracfive; \sgmsup; \sgmfracthreefour; \sgmlfraconefour; \sgmlfraconefive; \sgmlfraconeeight; \sgmlfraconetwelve; \sgmlfraconethird; \sgmlfraconequarter; \sgmlfraconeeight; \sgmlfraconeoverthree; \sgmlfracthreefour; \sgmlfracfiveeight; \sgmfracneight; \sgmfracnineandonehalf; \sgmfracelevenfourteen; \sgmfracthirteeneighteen; \sgmfracseventeentwentytwo; \sgmfracthirteentwentytwo; \sgmfracseventeentwentytwo; \sgmfracthirteentwentytwo; \sgmfracseventeentwentytwo; \sgmfracthirteentwentytwo; \sgmfracseventeentwentytwo; \sgmfracthirteentwentytwo; \sgmfracseventeentwentytwo; \sgmfracthirteentwentytwo; \sgmfracseventeentwentytwo; \sgmfracthirteentwentytwo; \sgmfracseventeentwentytwo; \sgmfracthirteentwentytwo; \sgmfracseventeentwentytwo; \sgmfracthirteentwentytwo; \sgmfracseventeentwentytwo; \sgmfracthirteentwentytwo; \sgmfracseventeentwentytwo; \sgmfracthirteentwentytwo; \sgmfracseventeentwentytwo; \sgmfracthirteentwentytwo; \sgmfracseventeentwentytwo; \sgmfracthirteentwentytwo; \sgmfracseventeentwentytwo; \sgmfracthirteentwentytwo; \sgmfracseventeentwentytwo; \sgmfracthirteentwentytwo; \sgmfracseventeentwentytwo; \sgmfracthirteentwentytwo; \sgmfracseventeentwentytwo; \sgmfracthirteentwentytwo; \sgmfracseventeentwentytwo; \sgmfracthirteentwentytwo; \sgmfracseventeentwentytwo; \sgmfracthirteentwentytwo; \sgmfracseventeentwentytwo; \sgmfracthirteentwentytwo; \sgmfracseventeentwentytwo; \sgmfracthirteentwentytwo; \sgmfracseventeentwentytwo; \sgmfracthirteentwentytwo; \sgmfracseventeentwentytwo; \sgmfracthirteentwentytwo; \sgmfracseventeentwentytwo; \sgmfracthirteentwentytwo; \sgmfracseventeentwentytwo; \sgmfracthirteentwentytwo; \sgmfracseventeentwentytwo; \sgmfracthirteentwentytwo; \sgmfracseventeentwentytwo; \sgmfracthirteentwentytwo; \sgmfracseventeentwentytwo; \sgmfracthirteentwentytwo; \sgmfracseventeentwentytwo; \sgmfracthirteentwentytwo; \sgmfracseventeentwentytwo; \sgmfracthirteentwentytwo; \sgmfracseventeentwentytwo; \sgmfracthirteentwentytwo; \sgmfracseventeentwentytwo; \sgmfracthirteentwentytwo; \sgmfracseventeentwentytwo; \sgmfracthirteentwentytwo; \sgmfracseventeentwentytwo; \sgmfracthirteentwentytwo; \sgmfracseventeentwentytwo; \sgmfracthirteentwentytwo; \sgmfracseventeentwentytwo; \sgmfracthirteentwentytwo; \sgmfracseventeentwentytwo; \sgmfracthirteentwentytwo; \sgmfracseventeentwentytwo; \sgmfracthirteentwentytwo; \sgmfracseventeentwentytwo; \sgmfracthirteentwentytwo; \sgmfracseventeentwentytwo; \sgmfracthirteentwentytwo; \sgmfracseventeentwentytwo; \sgmfracthirteentwentytwo; \sgmfracseventeentwentytwo; \sgmfracthirteentwentytwo; \sgmfracseventeentwentytwo; \sgmfracthirteentwentytwo; \sgmfracseventeentwentytwo; \sgmfracthirteentwentytwo; \sgmfracseventeentwentytwo; \sgmfracthirteentwentytwo; \sgmfracseventeentwentytwo; \sgmfracthirteentwentytwo; \sgmfracseventeentwentytwo; \sgmfracthirteentwentytwo; \sgmfracseventeentwentytwo; \sgmfracthirteentwentytwo; \sgmfracseventeentwentytwo; \sgmfracthirteentwentytwo; \sgmfracseventeentwentytwo; \sgmfracthirteentwentytwo; \sgmfracseventeentwentytwo; \sgmfracthirteentwentytwo; \sgmfracseventeentwentytwo; \sgmfracthirteentwentytwo; \sgmfracseventeentwentytwo; \sgmfracthirteentwentytwo; \sgmfracseventeentwentytwo; \sgmfracthirteentwentytwo; \sgmfracseventeentwentytwo; \sgmfracthirteentwentytwo; \sgmfracseventeentwentytwo; \sgmfracthirteentwentytwo; \sgmfracseventeentwentytwo; \sgmfracthirteentwentytwo; \sgmfracseventeentwentytwo; \sgmfracthirteentwentytwo; \sgmfracseventeentwentytwo; \sgmfracthirteentwentytwo; \sgmfracseventeentwentytwo; \sgmfracthirteentwentytwo; \sgmfracseventeentwentytwo; \sgmfracthirteentwentytwo; \sgmfracseventeentwentytwo; \sgmfracthirteentwentytwo; \sgmfracseventeentwentytwo; \sgmfracthirteentwentytwo; \sgmfracseventeentwentytwo; \sgmfracthirteentwentytwo; \sgmfracseven	

7.15 iso-num.def
\sgmlfracoverone; (□) is actually an underlined emspace.
An option should be added to use fraction fonts if available.
7.16 iso-tech.def

\sgmaleph; \sgmiff; \sgmperp; \sgmangst; \sgmbeaus;
\sgmarr; \sgmarrang; \sgmhamilt; \sgmbottom;
\sgmle; \sgmarr; \sgmlagran; \sgmcap;
\sgminus; \sgmsim; \sgmnotin; \sgmcup;
\sgmplus; \sgmsub; \sgmhtdot; \sgmgequiv;
\sgmi; \sgmsub; \sgmprimed; \sgmforall;
\sgnabla; \sgmsuper; \sgmprimed; \sgmnof;
\sgpermil; \sgmtherefour; \sgmge;

7.17 iso-box.def

Don't use these to draw boxes! I only wrote these to be complete, and frankly I don't see a real application for these blocks in print, as drawing is font-dependent in every possible way.

7.18 iso-cyr1.def

The Cyrillic fonts will only be loaded after you give the command \havercyrillic.

a \sgmcy; ы \sgmIcY; м \sgmcy; Т \sgmTcy;
A \sgMCY; ж \sgmHCY; М \sgmMCY; у \sgmucy;
б \sgbcY; Ж \sgmZcY; н \sgmcy; У \sgmucY;
B \sgBCY; з \sgmCcy; Н \sgmNCY; ф \sgmcY;
v \sgvcY; З \sgmZcY; о \sgmocY; Ф \sgmfcY;
в \sgVcY; и \sgmcy; О \sgmOCY; х \sgmkhcy;
г \sgGCY; И \sgmIcY; п \sgmpcy; X \sgmKHCY;
Г \sggCcy; й \sgjcy; P \sgmrcy; Ц \sgmKcy;
d \sgdCy; Й \sgmJcY; Р \sgmrcY; Ч \sgmchcy;
D \sgdCY; к \sgkcy; С \sgmscy; Ъ \sgmSHcy;
e \sgECY; К \sgKcY; т \sgMTcy; Ч \sgmCHcy;
E \sgIECy; Л \sglcy; C \sgmscy; м \sgmchcy;
ё \sgIOCy; J \sgLcy; т \sgMTcy; III \sgmSHcy;
7.19  iso-cyr2.def

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Р</th>
<th>\sgmshchcy;</th>
<th>М</th>
<th>\sgmcy;</th>
<th>Э</th>
<th>\sgmeCy;</th>
<th>Я</th>
<th>\sgmyacy;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ІІ</td>
<td>\sgmSHCHcy;</td>
<td>Л</td>
<td>\sgmYcy;</td>
<td>Э</td>
<td>\sgmEcY;</td>
<td>І</td>
<td>\sgmYAcY;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ІІІ</td>
<td>\sgmHardcy;</td>
<td>Іл</td>
<td>\sgmsoftcy;</td>
<td>Іо</td>
<td>\sgmyucy;</td>
<td>Н</td>
<td>\sgmnumero;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ІІІІ</td>
<td>\sgmHARDcy;</td>
<td>Б</td>
<td>\sgmSOFTcy;</td>
<td>ІО</td>
<td>\sgmyUCY;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ṣ</th>
<th>\sgmdjcy;</th>
<th>S</th>
<th>\sgmDScy;</th>
<th>І</th>
<th>\sgmljcy;</th>
<th>К</th>
<th>\sgmJcy;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ђ</td>
<td>\sgmDjcy;</td>
<td>І</td>
<td>\sgmiukcy;</td>
<td>ІІ</td>
<td>\sgmlJcy;</td>
<td>Ь</td>
<td>\sgmbrcy;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ё</td>
<td>\sgmgjcy;</td>
<td>И</td>
<td>\sgmiukcy;</td>
<td>ІЪ</td>
<td>\sgmjcy;</td>
<td>ЬЬ</td>
<td>\sgmUbrcy;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>І</td>
<td>\sgmGjcy;</td>
<td>Іі</td>
<td>\sgmyicy;</td>
<td>Нй</td>
<td>\sgmNJcy;</td>
<td>І</td>
<td>\sgmdzcy;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Є</td>
<td>\sgmjukcy;</td>
<td>ІЇ</td>
<td>\sgmYicy;</td>
<td>Ії</td>
<td>\sgmtshcy;</td>
<td>ІІ</td>
<td>\sgmDZcy;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>І</td>
<td>\sgmJukcy;</td>
<td>Іі</td>
<td>\sgmjsercy;</td>
<td>Ті</td>
<td>\sgmTSHcy;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>С</td>
<td>\sgmdscy;</td>
<td>ІИ</td>
<td>\sgmjsercy;</td>
<td>І</td>
<td>\sgmkjcy;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>